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ABSTRACT: The Companies used sharing data where they need to contribute or they share common interest. As per 

increasing business trends and maximum used of cloud computing, the new system evolved in new stage of growth 

towards cloud enabled system. In this system based on peer to peer system develop data sharing service in shared 

network. This system is the combination of cloud computing, databases and peer to peer based technologies. This 

system gives the efficiency as pay as you go manner. This paper used benchmarking method for analysis and evolution 

by comparing this method with Hadoop DB which  is Large Scale data processing platform. This system having 

security by providing private key and admin authorized to provide access to other user. Using Cloud Computing they 

allowed to user to store their data into cloud and access when required. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Sharing Companies having common interest are always connected to a corporate network for sharing purposes [2]. A 

company creates its own website and shares a part of its business data with others which include supply chain networks 

such as supplier, manufacturer, and retailer who co-operate with each other to achieve their goals such as business 

planning, reducing production cost, developing business strategies and marketing solutions. Selecting right data sharing 

platform is very important task for sharing network. Usually, centralized data such as Data warehouse is used for data 

sharing, which extracts data from the internal production systems (e.g., ERP) of each company for following querying. 

Actually this data warehouse having some deficiency Such as [4], First, The share data network wants to scope up to 

support thousands of participants. Second, companies want to fully modify the access control rule to determine which 

business partners can see which part of their shared data. Most of them failed to overcome such problem. At last to 

increase the revenue; companies may change their business partners. Therefore, the participants may join and leave the 

share networks at resolve [1]. This situation cannot be handled by physical data warehouse, to overcome such problem 

this  designs the system for Shared Network for data sharing. This system is the combination of cloud computing, 

databases and peer to peer based technologies. This system gives the efficiency as pay as you go manner. 
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Fig.1: The Structure of System 

 

This system has developed into its new stage of development as a cloud-enable System [3]. The structure of the system 

shows in Fig 1. In summary, this paper shows that designed system provides inexpensive, Flexible solutions for shared 

network. They evaluate the system against Hadoop DB [2], an approach for data sharing applications which shows that 

the proposed system is significantly better than Hadoop DB.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

This section explains the existing System and some basic concept used in this system. 

 

A. Existing System 

The original system attempt to develop peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies for shared Network. Existing system was 

designed to work as a scalable, sharable, and secure P2P-based Data Management system for building corporate 

networks in which a part of association controlled by different executive domains work together in order to reduce 

operation cost and pick up efficiency. Supply chain management and national healthcare network are consider as shared 

network application. Existing system  provides an effective and efficient way to share data among to different 

association and also provide enterprise quality query facility, without the requirement  to set up a big centralized server 

[5]. Data warehouse used in existing system have some problem. First, the shared network environment, most 

companies are not dedicated to invest deeply on additional information systems until they can clearly see the potential 

return on investment (ROI) [11].  Second, companies want to completely modify the access control policy to determine 

which business partners can see which part of their shared data. 

 

B. What is Peer to Peer Distributed Data Management : 

Practically all existing P2P systems are designed to support sharing of data at a coarse granularity (e.g., files, 

documents) [3]. In this section, it first distinguishes between P2P systems and distributed database systems. Then 

define P2P distributed data management by looking at three examples (due to space constraints) of how P2P 

technology can be employed for distributed database applications. This will also serve to motivate the need for database 

technology in P2P systems [6]. 

 

C. P2P Distributed Data Management Systems Applications 

 

Instead of formalizing the concept of P2P distributed data management systems, It show with sample applications on 

what such systems may be like [4]. 

 

1) Health Care 

     In a hospital, each specialist has a group of patients that are solely under his care. While some patient data are stored 

in a centralized server of the hospital (e.g., name, address, etc), other data (e.g., X-rays, prescription, allergy to drugs, 

history, Reaction to drugs, etc) are typically managed by the specialist on his personal PC [5]. For most of these 

patients, the specialist is willing to share their data, but there are always some cases that he is unwilling to share for 

different reasons (e.g., part of his research program on a new drug, etc). By making the shareholder patient data 
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available to other specialists, it allows them to look for other patients who may have similar symptoms as their own 

patients, and hence can help them in making better decisions on the treatment (e.g., drugs to prescribe, reactions to look 

out for, etc). 

 

2) Genomic Data 

    The discovery of new proteins necessitates complex analysis in order to determine their functions and classifications 

[5,7]. The main technique that scientists use in determining this information has two phases. The first phase involves 

searching Known protein databases for proteins that ”match” the unknown protein. The second phase involves 

analysing the functions and classifications of the similar proteins in an attempt to infer commonalities with the new 

protein. While there are several known servers on genomic data (e.g., GenBank, SWISS-PROT and EMBL) [8], there 

are many more data that are produced each day in the many lab oratories all over the world. These scientists create their 

own local databases of their newly discovered proteins and results, and are willing to share their findings to the world! 

Clearly, this is an application for P2P distributed data management systems for the same reasons as the health care 

application. 

 

3) Data Caching 

   In the above two examples, each participant is actively involved in the process of consuming and supplying data. P2P 

distributed data management can also be deployed in passive nodes: nodes that are used to share resources (storage or 

computational power) on data that they may or may not be interested. Caching results from earlier queries is one such 

example - a node may have issued a query to some server (e.g., a data warehouse), the results of the query can be 

cached on the node (or some other neighbouring nodes). In this way, another node that requests for data that overlap the 

query result can potentially obtain partial answers quickly from this node, and the remainder from the original server. 

This also lightens the load on the original server. Indeed, Kalnis et. al. [5,8,9] have shown how distributed caching can 

be deployed in P2P environments to speed up OLAP queries. 

 

D. Query Processing 

    This system gives the two mode processing approach i.e parallel processing approach and adaptive processing 

approach [1]. Query is submitted over normal peer using fetching and processing. The normal peer remote the subquery 

and the results are shuffled to the query submitting peer P [11]. 

 
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. System Architecture 

 

      This system uses the pay-as-you-go business model popularized by cloud computing. By combining cloud 

computing, database, and peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies [6] containing a cloud development of Best Peer. At the last 

stage of its development, this System is improved with distributed access control, multiple types of indexes and pay-as-

you-go query processing for deliver elastic data sharing services in the cloud [5]. The software components of the 

system are separated into two parts: Core and Adapter. The Architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The core having all 

function of data sharing and it shows that it is platform independent.  

 

 
Fig. 2. The System Architecture 
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     The adapter contains one abstract adapter for getting portable service edge and a set of real adapter components 

which by specific cloud service providers (e.g., Amazon). To achieve portability it build two level design, With 

appropriate adapters,  this System can be portable to any cloud environments (public and private) or even non-cloud 

environment (e.g., on-premise data centre) [7]. The System can be implemented an adapter for Amazon cloud platform. 

 

B. Components of the System 

 

1) Amazon Cloud Adapter: The main approach of the system is to use committed database servers to store data for 

each business and arrange those database servers through P2P network for data sharing [3, 10]. The Amazon 

Cloud Adapter provides portable hardware transportation for system by using Amazon Cloud services. 

 

2) The Core: This system having core contains all portable logic, containing query processing and P2P overlay [3]. 

The core consists of two parts of software i.e Bootstrap Peer, Normal Peer. In Bootstrap peer which is containing 

only single instances as service provider and having set of normal peer instances. It is considered as entry point of 

whole network [10]. In normal peer works under two mode i.e on-line mode and off-line mode. The data flow 

using normal peer in the system that id off line data flow and on-line data flow shown as Fig. 3: (a) and Fig.3: (b)  

 
Fig.3: (a) Off-line Data Flow 

 
Fig.3: (b) On-line Data Flow 

 

3) Query Processor: This system is design for achieve high query processing. These queries occupy querying a very 

small number of business partners and can be processed in small moment [3]. This system is mainly developed 

for these queries. For less time-consuming analytical tasks, they provide an interface for exporting the data from 

the system to Hadoop and allow users to analyse those data using Map Reduce [10]. 

C. Future Scope 

       Most of the enterprises are migrating their physical infrastructure to cloud based platform to reduce operational 

cost and achieve best performance of enterprise .This system will not be just a data sharing system in cloud but it will 

play an  important role of plug and play adaptor to easily migrate the  whole physical infrastructure in cloud. 

 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

 

1. This system can powerfully handle characteristic workloads in a shared network . 

2. This system provide pay-as-you go model for business due to using of cloud computing, such as, what they 

use of system instance’s hours and storage capacity they pay for it. 

3. This system prolongs the role-based access control for the natural distributed environment of shared networks. 

4. This system accepted P2P technology to retrieve data between employees in business model. 

5. This system gives important solution to shared data in shared network of business model. 
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V. EVOLUTION 

 

      This section shows evolution of the performance and throughput of existing system on Amazon cloud platform. For 

the performance benchmark, it evaluate the query latency of system  with Hadoop DB using  queries from typical 

shared network applications workloads as shown in Fig  .4. For the throughput benchmark, it produces a simple supply-

chain network consisting of suppliers and retailers and studies the query throughput of the system [8].  

 

      In Performance Benchmarking compares the performance of access system with HadoopDB. It chooses HadoopDB 

as benchmark target since it is an alternative promising solution for this problem and adopts architecture similar to it. 

Comparing the two systems (i.e., HadoopDB and Access System) reveal the performance gap between a general data 

warehousing system and a data sharing system specially designed to shared  network applications [11]. 

     

                                                  
 

Fig 4. Comparison Between Access System with Existing System 

 

      In Throughput benchmarking the query throughput of Access system, HadoopDB is not designed for high query 

throughput, therefore, it intentionally skip the results of HadoopDB and only present the results of Access system [11]. 

It conducted two tiers of benchmark evaluation for the performance and scalability of Access system, respectively. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

      This paper define limited challenges pose by contribution and generous out data in an inter-businesses environment 

and planned System, a system which developed portable data sharing services, by Combining cloud computing, 

database, and peer-to-peer technologies. This is created on Amazon EC2 cloud platform shows that our system can 

powerfully handle typical workloads in a corporate network and can move near linear query throughput as the number 

of normal peers grows. Therefore, This System having great capacity for sharing data within shared networks. 
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